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Since the inspection was small, I asked if the inspector would be willing 
to do an inspection for Wish’s filly, Valkyrie, even though she isn’t a 
Trakehner foal.  The ATA office and the inspector agreed to do a foal 
evaluation on my Arabian filly.   
 

  Everyone at the inspection 
was welcoming and appre-
ciative of  
 
Arabians.  Most of them 
have experience with Arabi-
ans and there is a true ap-
preciation for the qualities 
that Arabians possess.   We 
groomed the mare and filly 
including braiding their 
manes and presented them 

to the inspector.  After getting measured, Wish was evaluated in-hand 
on the triangle. 
  
The filly was then presented on 
the triangle:  

 
 
 
 
 
Then both were let loose for the 
liberty phase. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Wish was in nursing mare pasture condition and still earned many 8s 
and 8.5s! The inspector complimented her on the correctness of her legs 
and excellent hoof quality.  Wish exceeded the minimum scores needed 
and was approved!  She was also the second highest scoring mare at the 
inspection! 
 

 
3) Liberty phase –mare is let 
loose in a ring and encouraged 
to walk, trot, and canter  
 
Mares are scored in 15 catego-
ries on a 1-10 scale (same scale 
values as in dressage): Type, 
Head, Neck/Shoulder, Saddle 
Position, Croup, Topline, Front 
Legs, Hind Legs, Hooves, Walk, 
Trot, Canter, Correctness of 
Gaits, Elasticity of Movements, 
Overall Impression.   
For Approval, no score may be 
below a five and the total must 
meet or exceed an average of 6 
for Trakehner mares and an av-
erage of 7 for Arabian, TBs, AAs, 
or Shagyas because the ATA only 
wants to incorporate blood 
horses that can contribute ex-
ceptional genetics to the 
Trakehner base. 
Inspectors also explain in detail 
WHY they awarded each score. 
 
An average score of 8 desig-
nates a Trakehner mare as a 
“Model Mare” 
 
Foal Inspections are simpler be-
cause foals may be at various 
ages so are only assessed 
broadly.  There are three com-
prehensive categories: Type, 
Conformation, and Quality of 
Movement.  The scoring scale is 
1-10 with the same value de-
scriptors seen in dressage. 
Trakehner foals that earn  com-
bined score of 24 (average 8) or 
higher are designated 
“Premium” 

Basics of ATA Mare& 
Foal Inspections 
Mare Inspections include  
 
1) Measuring the mare’s height, 
heart girth, and cannon bone cir-
cumference 
2) Presenting the mare on the 
triangle to evaluate her confor-
mation and walk and trot in-
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